Facebook Page Posts

To celebrate National Ritual Celebration Week on Facebook, post these status updates to your chapter/council/organization Facebook page. This will allow those that “like” your page to share their thoughts and respond to the post, creating a dialogue around Ritual.

These example Facebook posts are NOT meant for members to share private information about their Ritual when they respond to the post.

Weekday 1
How did you feel when you entered the Initiation room?

Weekday 2
What did you do today to live your Ritual?

Weekday 3
Without sharing details about your organization’s Ritual or Initiation, what did you learn from your Initiation?

Weekday 4
There are no offensive or hazing practices involved in a fraternal Initiation. Comments?

Weekday 5
Why is having a Ritual important to your organization?

Option for International Badge Day post
Consider adding a picture of the badge to your post.

We support the National Panhellenic Conference’s International Badge Day by wearing our beautiful name of organization badge proudly today and remembering that it is a privilege to wear it each day!

National Ritual Week is sponsored by Phi Mu Fraternity. Additional information is available online at http://www.phimu.org/nationalritualweek